Medicine.
In this article I would like to discuss the garden cress, Lepidium sativum Linn., now cultivated as a salad plant throughout India, but not indigenous to that country. The cultivation of this herb must date from ancient times since it was well known to the Greeks as kardamine, kardamis or kardamon, and to the Romans as nasturtium. One of its names in Arabic medicine is hurf, while it is called sapandan or sipandan in Persian.
In all probability the garden cress was made known to the Indians by the Muslims because it is completely absent from Sanskrit medical texts anterior to about 1200.
The most common Sanskrit name, although not the earliest, as we shall see, is candrasura, which may well be a sanskritization of the vernacular name cansur. The first text describing it as candrasura is the Bhavaprakasanighantu (haritakyadivarga 96 -97). The same text mentions it as one of the four ingredients of a compound substance called caturbija (haritakyadivarga 98 -99), which indicates that especially the seeds were esteemed for their medicinal properties.
Lepidium sativum was, however, already known to Indian physicians prior to the sixteenth centry, the age of Bhavamisra. Sodhala, who lived about 1200, was acquainted with it, describing the plant as asalima and darkrsna in his Sodhalanighantu (Namasamgraha 691; Gunasamgraha 25 and 291). The arguments that can be adduced for this identification are firstly that the medicinal properties enumerated by Sodhala with regard to daraksna agree rather well with those of candrasura in the Bhavaprakasanighantu, and secondly that a number of present-day vernacular names of cress are closely related to the name asalima.
A third text describing cress in Trimala's Brhadyogatarangini (taranga 36.24), which is usually assigned to the seventeenth century but may date from the sixteenth. The name applied to it by Trimalla is ahittha, which can be nothing else but cress because he adds that the plant is known as candasura in the language of Kanyakubja. Trimaal is the only author to mention that cress is a plant fit to be eaten by horses, which statements is in agreement with the well known fact that cress is employed as a fodder plant for horses and other domestic animals.
Earlier already the Bhavaprakasanighantu refers to cress as a plant that increases the production of urine in domestic animals since one of its names recorded in that text is pasumehanakarika.
A fourth text describing cress is the Saligramanighantu (p. 869 -870) which forms part of the Brhannighanturatnakara, a large compilation published at the end of the nineteenth and the beginning of the twentieth century in several volumes. It quotes in its verses on cress the Sodhalanighantu, Bhavaprakasanighantu, Vaidyanighantu and Nighanturatnakara. The Vaidyanighantu knows cress as harakrsnaka, the Nighanturatnakara as ahalima. The latter name is apparently derived from the vernacular term for cress in Hindi and Bengali, halim, a word probably going back to one of the Persian names for the plant, halam.
It has not yet been investigated whether Sodhala prescribes cress in his Gadanigraha. The earliest receipt containing it that I could discover so far is found in Sarngadhara's Jvaratrisati (113), a monograph on fevers dating from the fifteenth century. Sarngadhara prescribes it in a compound formula to be employed against the karnaka type of samnipata fever. He calls the plant asaluka, which is explained as a synonym of candasura by the commentator Vallabhbhatta. Bhavamisra prescribes the seeds of candrasura against hikka in two verses (hikkacikitsa 24 -25) which are quoted in Vidyapati's Vaidyarahasya (p.85), dating from the seventeenth century, and in the Brhannighanturatnakara (vol. V, p. 255). The Vaidyarahasya also contains a compound formula against all kinds of wind diseases with the oil from the seeds of candrasura as one of the ingredients (p.110). Samkara's Vaidyavinodasamhita, dating from the seventeenth century, uses candrasura in an ointment against eye diseases (15. 114). Finally, candrasura is one of the component drugs of a paniyavatika, to be employed against fevers and other disorders and described in the Bhaisajyaratnavali 1 and Brhadrasarajasundara 2 .
A name for cress which I did not come across in any other treatise is candrabodha, used in a formular of Kamesvararasa quoted from a manuscript of Devesvara Upadhyaya's Rasendraratnakosa in the Rasayogasagara (kakaradi no. 200); the date of Devesvara's work is unknonw to me.
Summarizing the data collected it can be concluded that Lepidium sativum became known to Indian physicians about 1200. The knoweldge about the medicinal uses of this plant was probably transmitted by the Muslims. Various names are applied to Lepidium. Its commonest name, candrasura, appears since the sixteenth century. The range of the indications remains restricted and should be compared with the uses of the plant in Islamic medicines.
Notes:
1. According to Rasayogasagara, pakaradi no. 119. The text of the Bhaisajyaratnavali (jvara 650 -667) has sinduvara.
2. Rasayogasagara, ibid. The text of the Brhadrasarajasundara has nisundara (p. 275 -276).
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